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ABSTRACT 

Most of the severe erosion of hydraulic machines arc found to be 
associated with the collapse of transient cavitation vonices 
downstream of a leading edge cavity . The dynamics of such a type of 
cavitation is studied in a Cavitation Vonex Generator {CVG). By 
producing the cyclic growth and collapse of single cavitation vonex, 
this device provides a way to investigah: the mechanisms involved in 
the fu1al stage of the cavity collapse .Very high spted visualization, al a 
rate of 500 '000 frames per second, reveals a slrong spherical shock
wave emined at the time of the cavita1ion vonex collapse . TI1us , the 
imc1ge processing of 1hese high-speed phuwgraphy allows us to 
measure the cavity wall velocity am.I 1he shock wave celerity in order 
to estimate the shock pressure . TI1ese estimations lead to mean values 
of 900 MPa and extreme values as high as 2'200 MPa. Moreover a 
new optical arrangement can make the shock-waves visible both in the 
fluid and in a perspex specimen fined in 1he the 1es1 section. 

NOM ENCLATLJRE 

ilo = Speed of sound in water [m-s·1J 

C = Shock wave celerity (m-s·1J 
B = Constant of Tait's equation [Pa] 
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p = Static pressure [Pal 
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The use of specific facilities such as the IMHEF universal 
hydraulic machine test loop 11 J and the lMHEF high-speed cavitation 
tunnel [2] allows us to study the type of cavitation associated with 
erosion of hydraulic machines. By comparisons between cavitation 
tests on models and damage observations on prototype of hydraulic 
machines we could identified, the erosive cavities involved in severe 
erosion of both types of hydraulic machines, pumps and turbines, as 
transient cavitation vonices which collapse in the closure region of a 
leading edge main cavity, (3) . Therefore the generation process of 
these transient cavities and their interaction with the mean flow in the 
case of the development of a leading edge cavity at high Reynolds 
number have been studied (4 J. In order to investigate the dynamics of 
such cavities, we decided to use a special vonex cavitation gener&or. 
1be description of this cavitation vortex generator (CVG) and the main 
physical mechanisms leading to the material damage were given in I .'i J. 
By producing a cyclic growth and collapse of a single cavitation 
vonex we can study the cavity dynamics in the test section of the CVG 
and the related damage of different test specimens. A systematic 
comparison [6J of the various cavitation erosion situations has already 
been carried out to see whether the CVG was able to produce the same 
cavitation erosion compared to the damages observed in hydraulic 
machinery . 

The aim of this paper is to describe the dynamics of the final 
stage of the cavitation vonex collapse observed in the CVG in order to 
explain the hydrodynamic process by which material damages are 
caused. First, we describe briefly the CVG and the hydraulic 
operation of tha1 device. The experimental set-up, involving the high-



spc:c:d Cra.nz-Schardin camc:ra and the: prc:ssurc: instrumentation, is 
thc:n prc:sented . Finally the image: processing of high-spec:d 
photography is carried out in ordc:r tu mc:asure the cavity wall velocity 
and the shock wave celerity . Ry using the Tait's equation of state for 
water we can compute: the: Mai.:h numbc::r and the: shuck ovc:rpressure 
related to the bulk pressure evolution in th<:: CVG ti.:st section and the 
shm:k wave propa!,!ation III a pi.:rspex specimc:n fiuc:d at the: c:nd of the: 
test sc:i.:tiun . 

TIIE CAVITATION VOKTEX GENEIUTOK 

l'rindpk of opt.>ralion 

The: cavitation vonex generator is a hydraulic closed loop 
consisting of a test sc:ction where erosion tests and visualization can be: 
carried out, a rotating valve, a set of vessels and a circulating pump, 
sec: figure: 1. The test section is made of a cylindrical chamber with 
40 nun inner radius, Ru, . and 20 nun width . The flow incomes into 
the cylindrical chambc::r through a tangential inlet of 5 mm radius, Rm. 
A 40 mm long truncated volwne with a circular to a rectangular cross
sect ion change, and a circular outlc:t of 12 mm radius, Rout, ar<:: 
locatc:d on aich side: of thi: i.nkt chambc::r on t!JG same axi~. sec: figure 
2. '111<:: rotating valve is made: of a shuttc::r f1Xc:d on the periphery of a 
disk driven by a OC 11101or. Thi: valve: veloci1y can be varit:d in the 
range: of Oto 1000 rpm. 111<:: multi-stage centrifugal pump is coruJGctc:d 
to 1hc: CVG circuit through two vc:ssels with a volume of 60 I and 
prov1Ji:s a flow rate: of up to 3 m 3/11our corresponding 10 a 9.5 bar 
101al prc:ssure . The flow ralt: can be: adjusted by changing the pump 
speed. A hc:at-exchangc:r is instalkd al the pump outlet to keep tl1e 
CVG wati:r temperatwi: constant . All tl1e tests were June al l 9"C. 
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fig . 1 Diagram oft!JG cavitation vonex generntor 
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Fig. 2 Side and top views of the test section of the CVG 
(all the ,limensions are in mm). 

1l1e principle of tile CVG is 10 produce, at each revolution of the 
ro1a1ing valve, a series of expansion-compression waves in order to 

promote cyclic growth and collapse: of i.:avities in a vonex flow field. 
During thi: open valve position, which is 9tl'it of one valve
revolu1ion, the tangemial inlet flow imluces a rotational molion in both 
rhe truncated volume of the test section and the outlet pipt' . In the 
outlet pipe, ill! ilJl.ial motion is combi.J1i:d with a vonex flow cemi:rc:J 
on the test section axis . The vonicity line extenJs Jownstri.:am to the 
vessel and upstreilln to illl axisynunc:trical stagnat ion point at the: end 
of tile: truncatc:<l volwne whc:rc: the: ti:st speci..111<::n is fini:J . In the cemer 
pa11 of the flow, the viscosity effect lc:ads tu a free: vunex flow field 
with a sol.id body rotation cure. 

At the flow cut-off, the resulting water-hillnmer generates an 
expansion wave in the test section . Water-hammer uan~ielll 
calculations show that flow vaporization occurs already at che valvi:: 
during the final stage of the flow i.:ut-off, though the valve is not yet 
completely closed. However, depending on the wave transil tin1es, tl1c: 
pressure: in the test seclion is decreasing gradually up 10 the 
vaporization of the vonex core. As long as tl1e valve is closeJ , the 
cavitation extends into the central pan of the test section. When the 
valve opens, the overpressure at the valve forces the cavity to 
collapse. 1be operation remains efficient as long as the CVG circuit 
water is deac:rated . The presenci: of dissolved gases leads to the: 
growth of a steady ga:.eous cavity in th<:: test section, even duri.J1g the: 
open position of the valve, and then prevents the: CVG to Opt'rate 
effa:ie111ly. However, before each test, and at lc:asc every <lay, a special 
degassing procedure is carried out with a vacuum pump. The: gas 
content of the water is monitored with an oxygc:n probe and ki:pc 
lower than 0 .2 ppm. 

llydraulic opcralion 

Cavitation vonices are Jirec1ly controlled in the CVG by 1hn:e 
operating parami:ter~ . On one hand thi: pump flow ralt: Q anJ tht: 
back-pri:ssure pref in tht: duw11s1rei11ll ves~el impost: tlie uverprc:s~ure 
at the valve opening illld the stt:ady prc:ssurc: distribution in both the 
test section anJ 1hc: outlet pipe . On tht: other hand the valvi: rotation 
speed which obviously gives the: duration of the closed valve 1x1sition, 
linlits the size of the: cavity extension in the tc:st sc:i:..1iun . 

Fig. 3 Vaporization of the vonex core in the outkt pipe . 
Stt:ady conditions, Q = 0.62 1/s, a = 0.31 
( Flow from rig hr to left) . 

In order to study the influence of back-pressure and flow rate for 
steady conditions, static pressures have been measured in the center of 
the end of the test section, and at the wall of two sections of the: outlet 
pipe, see Figure 5. If the static pressure in tile test section cemc:r is 
obviously given directly through tile pressure tap on Uk: test specimen 
wall, we have to extrapolate the: center pressure in the outli:1 pipe from 
tile wall pressure . Thus by varying pref ii is possible to 4uoti: the 
different pressure values corresponding to the onset of core: 
vaporization in the outlet pipe, as it can be: seen in the photography of 
Figure 3 . 1l1erefore according to the nom1alization of the CVG 
operating parameters given in the nomenclature tl1e pressure difference 
between the wall and the center of the pipe can be expressed as the 
following non-dimensional equation : 

Cpw;tJI - Cp = CpwaU + O al cavitation inception 
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The pressure coefficient curves against the cavitation number CJ 

are given Figure 4 and correspond to the three above mentiom:d 
locations along the mean axis of the swirling motion. The line Cp = a 
allows us to predict the core vaporization onset. We can observe that 
the lowest pressure takes place in the: test section and cavitation 
incep1iun occuh for a a value: of 1.2. However the CYG operation uf 
interest corresponds to cavitation free steady condition . 

Moreover if we a.-;sunie a solid body rotation in tl1c: inlc:t chan1ber 
of the: test section uf radiu~ R111 , an estimation of the flow vonicity !l 
is given by the ratio 

nRin 
U · = 1 1-1 

Through the same assumption , this value can be also estimated 
in the outlet pipe aml related to the mean axial velocity Uout in the 
outlet pipe. At both end of the outlet pipe , we obtain the foUowing 
values for the ratio !lRuu1/Uuu1 . 

Q !m3/sl Section') 1-J Section 1 2 1-J 

0.615 10 3 1.44 0.37 

0.741 10·3 1.90 0.90 

These values fairly show the vonicity decay of the flow in the 
outlet pipe and the influence of the Reynolds number. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

Pressure! inslruml!nlalion. 

To record pressure time history with respect to cavitation 
development in the test section and the outlet pipe, three pressure 
transducers are flush mounted at the same location as the pressure 
taps, at the wall of the test s«:etion, on the center axis and at both sides 
of the outlet pipe, see Figure 5 . Three 601-A Kistler model 4uartz 
pressure transducer.; are used. These piezoelectric transducers have a 
I µs rise time , a 400 kHz eigen fre4uency and a O to 200 bar pressure 
range . Charge signal is amplified and voltage-convened through a 
TA 3/D Yibrometer charge-amplifier with a 300 kHz band pass limit. 
All the signal outputs are simultaneously sampled and stored on a 
transient recorder at I MHz sampling rate . 
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Fig. 5 Transducer locations and data sampling system 

lligh-~pccd camera 

A high-speed shadowgraph system is used to visualize the 
transient phenomena involved in the CYG test section . This is 
achieved with a Cranz-Schaniin camera, which is an improved system 
based on an Institute of Saint Louis (West Gennany) design (7 J. This 
camera consists of a set of I 6 spark generators used as short-duration 
light sources giving a mean exposure ti.me of 300 ns, and 16 
corresponding achromat objectives which provide Io frames on the 
same 4" x 5" photographic plille placed at the back plane of the camera 
as shown in Figure 6. The discharges are controlled by an electronic 
time-wtit which provides an adjustable spark rate of I kHz to IO MHz 
with a constant ti.me resolution of 50 ns between each trigger pulse. 
Nevenheless a fast photodiode of I ns of rise time and 3)0 MHz of 
band width is used in order to check the true spark period with respect 
to the pressure signals. As a pan of the test section itself, a highuptical 
quality gla.-;s window is installed just in from of the test speci1rien. The 
window is made of bonded glass blocks of ground parallel faces and 
is coated on the external faces to overcome light reflection. 

Fig . 6 Optical arrangement of the high-speed Cranz
Schardi.n caniera 



Camrra lriggrrini,: 

Camera triggering is the main diffo.:ulty of this expaii11e111al 
work . Owing 10 our aim to record 1ransicn1 phcnonl<!na produced hy 
the cavity col!apsc , we m:ed frame pcriuJs of less 1han 3 µs . However 
only 16 frames are availahlc and therefore the trigger signal rcyuircs 
an accuracy and repea1ahili1y of less than JO µs. Mul11plc trials have 
heen carried out. f-or inslance, the trigger signal given hy the rotating 
valve closure wa~ found lO he um:cnain , jilter of .1hou1 2 ms , since 
the time lag between the trigger and the collapse was loo long (~ 20 
ms). The pressure signal from the transducer mounted iii the specii11en 
was found to be the hest way to trigger both the camera and the 
transient recorder as well . This was done by picling up the internal 
trigger of a digital o,cilloscope at 50 MHz san1pling rate which 
provides the capability of adjusting the level aml delayii1g the trigger 
signal itsc:I f. 

CAVITY VISl lALIZATION 

Ca,·il) lik cyclr 

Simultaneous recordings of pressure signals combined with 
photography sequence allow us to mvestigate the explosive growth 
and the collap,e of cavitation vortex in the CVU ,ection. As ii is 
shown iii Figure 7, the pressure signal in the test section indicates a 
static pressure decrease down to the vapor static pressure, due to the 
water hammer resulting at the llow cut-off aboul 7 n1s after the start of 
thi: valve dosing . The corresponding Cram: Sch,mlin photography 
se4ue111.:e of the explo~ive growth of a cavitation vortex is given 
Figure 9. Time delay is sci al 7 ms from the start of the valve dosing 
and the spark period is 200 µs . rirsl the liquid is ruptured in the fonn 
of individual cavilie, along the vonex axis. When all these cavities are 
gathered to fill the vonex core the cavilation extends radially ll1 the 
whole region of the pressure drop . The mean radial velocity of the 
wall caviry motion is ahout I. 7 m/s. 
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Fig . 7 Pressure: signal in the test section corresponding 
to frame se4uence of figure 8 . . 
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Fig . 8. Explosive growth of the cavitation vonex . Spark 
period : 200 µs, Q = 0 .83 1/s, o = 0 .89. 

lnc.: outward motion of the cavitation vonc.:x i.:; invc.:nc.:d when the 
i.i1coining flow from the valve arrives in the test section. It takes (1 ms 
for the cavitation 10 disappear from the test section . 'll1aeaher a high 
pressure peak is detected hy the transducer leading to the I ,1 peak of 
the signal of Figure 7. This corresponds 10 the cavitation vonex 
collapse in the test section which is immc.:dimely followed by a cavity 
rebound and shock wave generation well visihle in the ,e4uences of 
Figures 9, IO and I I . A ,econd pressure peak , detected by the 
pressure transducers is dui: to the c.rvity collap,e in the outlet pipe . 
Hence, successive pressure wave series occur between the 
downstream vessel and the test section leading to successive collapse 
and cavuy rebound of the vonex core. This phenomenon, which is 
driven by water mass oscillation, is rapidly damped, but the strongest 
collapse. which causes the: material damage of the test specimen, i.:; the 
first occurring afu:r lhe valve openi.i1g. 

Cavilation ,·ork:>. collapsr 

Due to shon ti.me constants involved, pressure transducers are 
unable to track the cavitation vortex collapse dynamics. Cranz 
Schardin visualizations allow us to follow cavity wall motion and 
resulting pressure waves as long as the se4uence of the 16 frames fol I 
in the collapse time-history of i111eres1. The frame ,equences presemed 
in Figure 9, IO and 11 correspond lo the filial stage of the cavitation 
vonex collapse. Both of them are taken with a frame J><:riod of I µ s, 
the rotating valve speed of 200 RPM. In the ca.-,e llf Figuie 9 and I() 
the 0.89 cavitation number is the same and the !low ra1e is respectivel y 
0 .68 I 03 m·'/s and 0 .8 103 1111/s . Sequence of rigure I I correspomh 
to a lower flow rate of .53 I01 m·'/, and a 2.4 o value . On hgun: lJ 
and Figure I I frame se4uences the cavity collapses between the 2nd 
and tll<! 3rd frame . 111c spherical shock wave, which results from the 
cavity rebound and its rdlecrions are well visihle in the following 
frames . In the case of hgure IO the cavity collapse takes p l.ice 
between rhe 4th and the 5th frame. On the three figure s the 
correspomlmg signal of the pressure transducer fitted at tile end of 1he 
test section is reponeu . In all the cases the 1ran,duce1 is over 
saturated, since ii is rared al 20 MPa. The high energy sparks of the 
flashes trig a 400 kHz resonance of the transducer which is vi~ihle on 
the signal and allows to monitor the flash time hi~tory . A tune delay of 
alx,ut 4 µscan be ohserved between collapse of the cavity and rise of 
the signal corresponding to the rise: time of the charge amplifier. Up to 
23 successful shots like those given in the last figures have been 
carried out hy varying the flow rate Q and the cav11ation number o . 
The number of cases corresponding to the operating conditwns arc 
given in the following table. 

Q 
0.54 1/s 0.68 1/s 0 .80 1/s 

0 

1.5 4 I --

1.9 5 5 6 

2.4 2 -- --

SIIOCK l'RESSURE 

Visualizations of cavity wall motion and shock wave provide a 
way to calculate the overpressure through the shock wave. Thus, by 
digitizmg the photography of each sequence, we can follow the actual 
wall motion of the cavity by fittmg an ellipse through the cavity 
contour. This provides an esti.i11ation of major and mi.i1or axis lengths 
and center coordinates of the cavity. The same process is achieved 
with spherical shock wave radiated after the collapse giving us radiu, 
and center coordinates for evc:ry spark period . In all the ca~es, center 
of the spherical shock waves corresponds to that of the cavity. All 
these data can be derived in order to compute the mean cavity wal l 
velocity V and the shock wave celerity c. It can be ohserved that , since 
the second frame afterthe collapse OCl.'Urs, the shod, wave celerity c is 
decreasing up tu to the speed of sound a., = 1500 m/s . 
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Fig. 9 Test section pressure signal and frame set1uence of a cavity collapse: Q = 0.68 1/s, a= 1.9, Clp = 460 Mpa 
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Fig. 10 Test section pressure signal and frame sequence of a cavity collapse: Q = 0 .1!0 1/s, CJ= 1.9, t\p = 1!00 Mpa 
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Fig . 12 Shock pressure obtained from the Cranz Schanlin 
visualization 
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Fig. 13 Shock pressure obtained from the Cranz Schardin 
visualization 

Moreover, if we assume that the time interval 01 between the 
collapse tin1e and the instant corresponding to the next frame is 
known, we can approximate to the first order the cavity wall velocity 
V and the shock wave celerity c after the collapse by : 

le y_ 
& 

Rs 
and c = -

& 
(m•s· 11 

where le is the cavity half-length after the rebound and Rs in the 
shock wave radius, these two values being taken from the first frame 
after the collapse . 

The normal shock wave relation allows us to estimate from 
these data the shock wave overpressure Ap by 

~p = Po cV 1Pa] 

where p0 is the density of water at ambient conditions. 

However if the shock wave Mach number is known, it is then 
possible to calculate a new overpressure value according to the 
procedure given in (8]. 

Both the Tait's equation of state for water, given by : 

1- l 
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Fig. 12 Shock wave propagation both in water (top) and 

in the perspex test specimen (bonom). 
Q:: 0.8 1/s, a:: 1.9, ~p:: 460 MPa 

and the equations of mass and momentum balance through the shock 
lead us to the following relation between Mach number M :: c/au and 

density r.llio p/Po: 

(plpo>8 - (I+ 7M2) p/p0 + 7M2 :: 0 (-) 

The value of the B factor in the Tait's equation, corresponding to 
a 1500 m/s sound velocity ao, is 321.4 MPa . 

The last equation provides the density ratio pf Po which in turns 
gives us the .t1p value by the use of the Tait's equation. It is then 
possible to compare the two values of ~p computed from the previous 
relations. Since these values are very sensitive to the time interval 
value 61, we do not assume any value, but we adjust the time interval 
61 in order to obtain a same overpressure value by the two methods. 
The collapse overpressure for every frame sequence is calculated by 
following this iterative procedure. 

The corresponding values are reponed as open symbols in 
Figure 11 and 12 versus the cavitation number a and the flow rate Q 
respectively . Closed symbols represent mean values and are 
associated with error bars. These values do not show any weU marked 
trend, even though they seems to slightly increase when increasing the 
flow rate as we could expect, see Figure 11. The average of the full 
set of these estim111ions leads to a mean value of 900 MPa, and 

extreme values as high as 2'200 MPa are found. It is worth noting 
that these values are higher than the tensile strength of most of the 
industrial alloys . 

To as.sert that the mechanism of shock waves is respunsibk for 
the material erosion we have placed at the end of the test section a 
perspex block with ground parallel faces . This transparent specimen 
allows us to follow the shock wave inside the material corresponding 
to the cavity collapse. In the frame sequence of Figure I 3 two 
collapses are captured both associated with a spherical shock wave 
radiation in the liquid and in the solid, no microjet impingement 
leading to high compressive waves is found. The first collapse occurs 
between 12 µsand 14 µsand pressure calculation leads to a value of 
460 MPa. The second falls between 26 µs and 28 µs and the 
propagation of the spherical pressure wave in the solid can be seen on 
the last two frames. 

CONCLUSION 

High-speed visualization of cavity collapse in the Cavitation 
Vonex Generator allows us to have an insight into the basic 
phenomenon which causes material erosion. The cavity rebound 
which follows the collapse promotes a spherical shock wave leading 
to very high pressure. Calculations of shock pressure for 23 different 
visualization sequences lead to a mean value of 900 MPa, and 
extreme values as high as 2'200 MPa, the lowest being 420 MPa. 
Moreover visualization of the stress wave propagation into a perspex 
test specimen confirm that material damage is caused by very high 
prcssure shock wave. 
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